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GWANGJU: Chinese juggernaut Sun Yang suffered
another salty snub yesterday after retaining his 200
meters freestyle world title on a controversial disqual-
ification that sparked howls of protest. Lithuania’s
Danas Rapsys beat the Olympic champion to the wall
in a pulsating final, only to see the dreaded “DQ” flash
up on the giant screen for having twitched on the
starting blocks. 

Briton Duncan Scott, who tied for the bronze medal,
refused to shake Sun’s hand on the podium — as
Australian Mack Horton had after losing to the Chinese
giant in the weekend’s 400m final. Sun is competing
under a doping cloud after a leaked FINA report
alleged that he smashed blood samples with a hammer
after being visited by testers last year.

Scott also declined to step up to the top step for

official photos, prompting a furious Sun to bark at
him “You lose, I win!” as they walked downstairs for
their lap of honor. The European champion then
marched away from the pool deck, leaving Sun and
the other medalists to pose for more photographs,
triggering loud jeers from Chinese fans. Scott blanked
waiting journalists but fellow Briton Adam Peaty
backed his team mate.

“He’s completely right,” said Peaty after qualifying
fastest for Wednesday’s 50m breaststroke final. “(Sun)
should be asking himself whether he should really be in
the sport,” he added. “I wouldn’t have gone on the
podium. The most important thing as a sportsperson is
you have the right to a voice and Duncan showed his
voice.” Sun, branded a “drug cheat” by Horton at the
2016 Rio Olympics over a previous three-month ban for

taking a stimulant he maintains was for a heart condi-
tion, pumped his fists and let out a throaty roar after
being gifted an 11th world title.

‘I want my gold back’ 
Greeted like a rock star by a noisy section of ador-

ing female fans, Sun clocked one minute, 44.93 with
Japan’s Katsuhiro Matsumoto (1:45.22) pocketing silver
as Scott and Russia’s Martin Malyutin (1:45.63) shared
the bronze. “That maybe my luckiest ever gold medal,”
said Sun after his sixth race of the week. “But fortune
rewards those who work hard and I’ve been working so
hard for this.”South African Chad le Clos, runner-up to
Sun in the 200m free at the Olympics, said: “It’s good
that people are taking a stand — I want my gold medal
back from Rio and (fourth-placed) James Guy should

get his bronze, because it shouldn’t be allowed to have
people cheating in sport.”

American Lilly King, who let rip at Sun and FINA
doping controls earlier this week, beat Russian rival
Yulia Efimova — another former convicted doper —
to retain her women’s 100m breaststroke crown in
1:04.93. Elsewhere, Italy’s Simona Quadarella snaffled
gold in the women’s 1,500m free in a final missing
American great Katie Ledecky, who pulled out of her
title defense after feeling unwell.  “I can’t stop cry-
ing,” sobbed the 2017 bronze medalist after going
15:40.89 to claim an unexpected upgrade. Canada’s
Kylie Masse claimed her second successive women’s
100m backstroke title in 58.60 while China’s Xu Jiayu
matched her by retaining his men’s 100m backstroke
crown with a time of 52.43. — AFP 

GWANGJU: Gold medalist China’s Sun Yang (2L) , silver medalist Japan’s Katsuhiro Matsumoto (L) and tie bronze medalists Russia’s Martin Malyutin (2R) and Britain’s Duncan Scott (R) after the final of the men’s 200m freestyle event
during the swimming competition at the 2019 World Championships at Nambu University Municipal Aquatics Center. — AFP 

Sun rages at Scott over medals snub
A furious Sun barked at him ‘You lose, I win!’

Ewan wins again as
Alaphilippe keeps Tour lead
NIMES: Caleb Ewan sprinted to his second victory on the Tour de
France yesterday as Frenchman Julian Alaphilippe kept the overall
lead after stage 16, where Geraint Thomas fell but finished with all the
main contenders. As France experienced a heatwave defending cham-
pion Thomas mis-timed a curb and was left with a gash on his left leg
after hitting the tarmac hard on the 177km run around the southern
city of Nimes.

After his third fall during this Tour, Team Ineos’ sports director
Nicolas Portal said Thomas felt fine. “He’s OK, he needed another bike.
All his left side is a bit messed up but nothing serious,” he said. “We
have to refocus after the rest day,” added Portal. Thomas remains 1min
35sec behind Alaphilippe in the overall standings ahead of three chal-
lenging days in the Alps.

He also tumbled after flying over a barrier in the wild atmosphere in
Brussels on the opening day, and again on the road to Saint-Etienne
on stage eight. This time the 33-year-old had no problem getting back
to the pack on a flat stage with no wind to split the peloton. Ewan
meanwhile was following up his victory on stage 11 at Toulouse and
with Nimes melting under 35 degrees Celsius (95 Fahrenheit) the
Australian was favorite for a repeat performance, this time edging
Italian Elia Viviani on the line.

Some fans stayed away due the extreme afternoon heat on this
southern French route, but the conditions failed to slow the peloton
as it sped past the celebrated regional vineyards and olive groves.
One of the great pre-race favorites Jakob Fuglsang, the Criterium
du Dauphine champion, pulled out with 25km to go after falling and

hurting his hand.
Dehydration was a major issue as team cars were carrying an

average of 200 water bottles, many of them with added minerals
and saline with riders expected to drink 15 of the half liter bidons
each. Wednesday’s 17th stage sees the Tour head north towards its
Alpine reckoning with a 200km run from the Pont du Gard bridge in
the Camargue to Gap, where bonus seconds atop a climb 10km
from the finish line ensure further drama ahead of the three much
awaited stages that follow it. — AFP 

NIMES: Stage winner Australia’s Caleb Ewan celebrates his victory on
the podium of the sixteenth stage of the 106th edition of the Tour de
France cycling race between Nimes and Nimes. — AFP 

Cristiano
Ronaldo will
not face rape
charges in US
LOS ANGELES: Juventus star Cristiano
Ronaldo will not face any charges over an
alleged rape in Las Vegas a decade ago
after US prosecutors said Monday they
did not have enough evidence to proceed.
A district attorney in the state of Nevada
said it would not prosecute the Portuguese
soccer player because it “cannot be proven
beyond a reasonable doubt” that a sexual
assault occurred.

Kathryn Mayorga, a former model,
alleges that Ronaldo raped her in a Las
Vegas hotel in 2009. The former
Manchester United and Real Madrid for-
ward reached a financial settlement with
her one year after the incident. He has
always denied allegations of sexual assault,
insisting their encounter was consensual.
The Clark County District Attorney’s
Office said it had received a report from
Mayorga — who it identified only as “V”

— on June 13, 2009, reporting that she had
been the victim of a sexual assault.

Police could not conduct “any meaning-
ful investigation” at the time because she
declined to say who assaulted her or
where it occurred, the office said in a
statement. As a result, detectives were
“unable to search for and impound vital
forensic evidence,” and video showing
Ronaldo and Mayorga together was lost, it
added. Mayorga contacted police in
August of last year to ask that the case be
reopened, at which point she named
Ronaldo as the alleged assailant.

The case was reopened “in spite of the
passage of over nine year,” prosecutors
said. “Based upon a review of the informa-
tion presented at this time, the allegations
of sexual assault against Cristiano Ronaldo
cannot be proven beyond a reasonable
doubt,” prosecutors said. “Therefore, no
charges will be forthcoming.”

Mayorga’s attorney has stated that she
agreed to an out-of-court settlement to
keep her name from going public, but was
later inspired to speak out by the #MeToo
movement against sexual harassment.
Mayorga has also said that her emotional
trauma at the time did not allow her to par-
ticipate in the mediation process for the
financial settlement. — AFP 


